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CIRCULAR ECONOMY: WHAT’S 
AT STAKE FOR BNP PARIBAS?
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A necessary shift from linear economy to circular economy
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Our economies are switching from a linear “take-make-dispose” model to a 
circular economy based on reducing & recycling resources

Linear Economy Circular  Economy
Linear economy is a production and consumption model based
on “take-make-dispose” pattern.
Its processes use raw materials as inputs, produce goods, and
then dispose of waste. The linear economy thus relies on a
continuous supply of resources.

The circular economy is an economy “where the value of
products, materials and resources is maintained for as long as
possible, and the generation of waste minimized”.
It is a continuous development cycle that is simply defined as 7Rs
concept.
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Sources:
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/thinktank/infographics/circulareconomy/public/index.html
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2014/545704/EPRS_BRI(2014)545704_REV1_EN.pdf
https://www.oliverwyman.com/content/dam/oliver-wyman/v2/publications/2017/sep/CircularEconomy_print.pdf



FINANCING CIRCULAR 
ECONOMY: A HUGE 
OPPORTUNITY
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Circular economy opportunity
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The circular economy is expected to result in €1.8 trillion in overall benefits by 
2030; twice the benefits of the current development path (€0.9 trillion) 

according to the Ellen MacArthur Foundation

Increase in average disposable income 
for EU households by €3,000 (11% higher 
than current development path) 

11% GDP increase (4% 
predicted on current 
development path)

16% decrease 
in cost of time 
spent in 
congestion

48% decrease in CO2 emissions Primary material consumption will reduce 
by 32% (vehicles, construction materials, 
real estate land, synthetic fertiliser, 
pesticides, agriculture water use, fields 
and non-renewable electricity)

Insights from Growth Within: A Circular Economy Vision for a 
Competitive Europe – covering food, mobility and the built environment
Developed by the McKinsey Centre for Business & Environment with 
the Ellen MacArthur Foundation



Investing in the circular economy is important because…
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There is growing 
expectation from 
clients and society 
for the 
preservation of our 
planet

The circular 
economy is being 
recognised as key 
for the financial 
sector

The circular 
economy is an 
opportunity for 
generating new 
revenue

The concept of circular economy is so important, as I said, it’s a foundational 
blueprint and if we could get more and more of the money owners to agree that 

this is a good way to invest, not just for social reasons, not just for environmental 
reasons, but for investment reasons, performance reasons.

Larry Fink, CEO & Chairman, BlackRock

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yL7Cykc39VU&list=PLXT_ozykGValEc8xD5lmh88cZO3Mtx5FE&index=10


Opportunities linked to circular economy
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In understanding the market and key drivers, we can gauge the attractiveness 
of opportunities based on growth potential and competitive advantage



Financial innovation and development of new services
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Ø An innovative public-private

financing: Circular Economy

Impact Bond
Ø 8 projects were selected to be

funded by results for €27.3M

Ø BNP Paribas has won 7 of them

as a structurer

Ø BNP Paribas 3Step IT: a

fruitful joint venture

Ø Real Estate: The Re-Users

Booster



THANK YOU!
Emmanuelle BRU
Circular Economy Expert
Emmanuelle.bru@bnpparibas.com

bnpparibas.com
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